
Every webpage would have the pink banner on top with the logo, brand name and 
slogan, the menu tabs with Home, Product, Community and a search bar. On the footer 
will be the copyright notice, link to your privacy policy and contact information

It will have the log in/ sign up at the left side as well as tags of trending users that they 
could add or follow, the product information, videos about the knot thing on the mid-
dle, which the user could like, rate, and comment, and the latest post, trending kawaii 
things and topics, and product announcements on the right side.
 

This will have the log in/ sign up or the user tag, if the user already signed in, at the 
left side and the build your own knot thing column in the middle. In that column, it will 
show a knot thing, tabs that would let you choose from color, pattern, and face or the 
facial expression the user would want to add. On the bottom part of that column would 
be the Clear All button, and Buy Now button that will lead you to the purchase page

This page will ask the customer to sign up or sign in as member if the user hasn’t signed 
in yet, choose payment option, write personal information, review the order and con-
firm, and will ask if the customer would want to receive the receipt through email or 
print now.

This will have the user tag, twitter and instagram posts on the left side, and other user 
tags, posts of appreciation for the KNOT THING, latest kawaii trends and videos would 
be in the middle. 

The expanded view of the user tag that shows the number of followers and links to 
Profile, Statistics, Settings, and Logout is on the left as well as the trending post. The 
special product meter that would show how many point the user earned, status bar and 
the user’s post would be in the middle, and suggested users would be on the right side.

This will have the FAQs about the product and purchase, and where the user can ask 
anything to us relating to our product or service.

This will show the goals of the company and the services we offer. 
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